More independent learners and confident writers

Turnitin Draft Coach™ helps students improve their academic writing and research skills by providing formative learning opportunities. While drafting in Google Docs™, students receive instant citation feedback and can check their work for any matches with our comprehensive collection of internet, student paper and academic journal content.

1 Address unintentional plagiarism early on
Students access similarity checks as they write in Google Docs™ to ensure proper paraphrasing, summarizing and other elements of authentic work prior to final submission.

2 Improve citation skills
Using cutting-edge machine learning technology, Draft Coach™ helps students identify any missing references and citations.

3 Develop research skills
In-app formative guidance helps students think critically about how to use different sources of information in an ethical manner while they work.

Learn more at www.turnitin.com/products/features/draft-coach
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